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It's News To Us

Crime Strikes · New York ·· Law--School
by Daniel Muallem and B. ·Shaw

11:05 A.M. Sunday October 15th. A
lone security guard, patrolling the perime- -....
ter of NYLS, discovered the main door, ·
leading to the Mendik Library, unlocked.
Act-ing upon his own initiative, the security guard entered the construction site and
performed an immediate inspection the
premises. Entering a room o,n the first
floor, which contained the blueprints for
the library construction , the guard discovered that the new sheetrock walls were
destroyed.
Believing that the perpetrator was possibly still on the premises, the guard caUed
for baek-up to conduct a thorough search
_of the building. Responding to the call,
the weekend security staff proceeded to
sweep the building foi: further signs of the
pe.rpetraror or perpetrators. Finding no
trace of the perpretrator on the premises,
· the guards returned to the blueprint storage ·
-rqom . There, ·tfJe_J eCJirity guards discov. · ered that the room had been ransacked and
:a crowbar;_ had been. used to pry open a ·
todl box. It is not known at this "time what·
items are mi-sslng.
Upon leaving tfie l>uilding ; a .blood<Stained, blueprint was found which had
been discarded at the entrance, possibly
indicating that the vandal injured herself
during the conduct of her nefarious deeds·.
The entrance to the Mendik l.ibrary con~truction -site is usually lo.eked by chain

Vandals· Invade Mendik Library.

and padlock, however, the security guard
discovered that the lock was not properly
secured. The guards, who are not responsible for the security of the construction
site_, contacted their supervisor, Ge0rge
Hayes, who notified the contractor. The
contractor is responsible for security on
site during construction. The police were
never called.
This latest incident at the library construction site occurred only two weeks
after another possible break-in attempt was
thwarted by our fast-acting security staff.
At that time, a white male was discovered
trying to gain entrance to the Mendik Library through a first-floor window in the
entrance vestibule. Upon discovery, the
suspect fled and no arrest was made.
After the incident two weeks ago , four
· flood lights were installed in the entranceway of the building as an added security
· measure. As of S_unday the i5th of October, only' one light w·as in operational
order. In addition , the lights installed
under t-he scaffolding ~ which. serve a dual
· ·purpose of,-security lighting a:s we-II as ii- hi minating- the ·wallcway for pedestrians,
-were not operating this ·weekend.
This rash of break-ins point to a breach
of-security at NYLS. The Mendik Library
is the "showcase" of this century oJd in- .
stitution . What will be done to prevent this
from occurring again?

of
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The scene of the crime

NewYorkLaw ·SchoolLoses.Case.
To Former Student

.

·Veritas Justiciae Et
Via Americana

By Daren R. Domina

Aft~r hav_ing her application dismissed
in the Supreme Court, New York County,
Susan "M," a former ;NYLS student who
was dismissed for ~cademic dificiency,
has won a reconsideration of one of her
final grades through a recent Appellate division , First Department decision ·c1n the
Matter of the Application of Susan "M"'
v. New . York Law School A.D.2D 544
N. Y.S.2d.829 (App. Div. 1989)). The matter: has been remanded for reconsiderati"on
to New York Law School, who is presently
seek~ng a leave to appeal to the Court of
Appeal s.
Pw:suant to school rules , Susa~ "M"
was placed on academic probation at the
end 0fher first semester for failing to maintain. a C average. Susan "M" thereafter
had to maintain a semester and cumulative
C average or be dismissed at the discretion
of the Adademic Status Committee. At the
end of her fourth semester, she received
a C- in Constitutional Law and a D in
Corporations, her average falling below a
C. She presented oral and written state~
ments before'the Committee claiming that
these grades did not "fairly-and accurately

-

refusing fo consider her allegations.
Susan "M"' then brought suit challeng- .
ing NYLS's decision to dismiss he.r and
seeking reinstatement. New York Law
Sehool, represented by Kramer. Levin.
Nessen, Kamin & Frankel. won a dismissal in Supreme Court and argued before
the Appellate Division that "absent some
concrete allegation of improper .conduct.
'(a professor's) grading- of (a student's)
paper is purely a matter -of professional
discretion." In the !lChools's view, for the
court or even school admi_nistrators to second guess the subjective evaluation of an .
essay question . would infringe upon academic freedom and discretion.
As -to the Constitutional Law grade,
Susan ''.M" asserted that her professor misled her classmates and herself to believe
that textbooks and other materials w·ere
not permitted at the exam, when in fact
these materials were allowed. She ar-gued
that the exam should have been invalidated
in view of the unfair advantage enjoy!!d
by students who took the exam using these materials. NYLS.. · accepting iirguendo
that the misunderstanding was the profes-

reflect the knowledge" she had demon- sor's fault, contended no unfair advantage
- strated in her exam answers. The resulted and that these aids had only a
Academic Status· Committee dismissed marginal impact on the students· grades. Susan .. M.. for acaden:iic deficiency after
. -· con't
-p. 9
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Pro, Bono Publico
The Chinese Immigration Law Seminar~. Asia Watch, Lawyers Committee for

l

was a rare event at New York Law School.,
Besides some of the clinical courses of-1
fered at our school and taken for credit,;
true "pro bono" service by .law students
fo benefit people in need of low cost or'
free legal services is non-existent. Even.
the Seminar itself, which was well intentioned , was time consuming. But students.
believed that the cause was important:
enough to devote many hours of their busy.
law school schedules. even while suffering from the classic lawyer's exculpation.
"my time is very valuable."
Things didn't get started until about
10:30 SQ everyone assumed. it would run
to about 12:30. Now two hours doesn ' t
seem like much, but after all, the seminar
was only intended.to give a brief oyerview
of changes in immigration law after the
defeat of the pro-democracy _movement in
China last spring. Two hours should be
plenty of time. Lawyers are overworked
to begin with and Saturday is probably the ·
only free time that they have away from
·
their busy practices . .·
Things were going well, there was a
great turnout, the Chinese pastries and
roast pork buns purchased for breakfast
were actually still wa:rm . (Much· to
everyone's . satisfaction, cheese, yellow
zucchini and garlic dip. the traditional
. NYLS fare, were conspicuously absent.)
Even shuttling people from room to room,
for specific .immiwation problems and personal counseling, went off without any
major confusion.
The counselors were swarmed over, surrounded by groups of people asking them
questions, sometimes two people asking
questions at _o nce . But the counselors from

Editorials, Read 'em and_Weep

Huma~ Rights a~d those NYLS students
who felt confident enough with their information to actually attempt to provide advice were-corpial -and ti:y-ing earnestly to
help as many people as possible . But 12:30
rolled around and innocuous glances at
watches began to occur.
Shortly after 12:30, the majority of the.
counselors politely excused themselves
and beat a hasty but firm retreat. Many
people had been helped. but so~e had not
been given the opportunity. Though they
had been invited as guests they would no1·
be allowed to overstay their welcome .

The Immigration Seminar was a unique
event and it is probably safe -to say was ·
one of the· first of its kind in the entire
country. The NYL-S community. especially
the administration, should be proud of
those students and faculty members that
contributed their time -and efforts to make
the event a success. even though gratitude
and recognition was not the point of the
seminar. Tl)e point was to provide free advice to often confused and helpless people
trying to avail themselves of the freedom
and security that we like to believe e·xists
in this country. Many people believe (especially lawyers) that attorneys possess some
secret and inaccessible knowledge. Many
count on a lawyer"s special training and
industry for help. S.ometimes this help
should be given for free. NYLS and its
students should encourage and actively
pursue a tradition of public service and
hopefully events such as the Chinese lmmigration 'Law Seminar· will tum out to
be the rule rather than the exception.
.
Eds.

(omt here! (;-ti 'jator·...

I

Letter to the Editor
Frances Chan, Day Division '91

in meeting and convening with other
I want to express my appreciation for · peopie with similar concerns. Behind the
the Immigration Update SemJnar which scenes. students were involved with the
took place on Saturday. October 7. 1989. planning and set up. I remember how unI wanted to share just a few thoughts on ' formed the idea was in the beginning ,
it. The Seminar was invaluable to the when the flyers were being designed. We
C:hinese community and I thank Asia . really had .no idea how it was going to
Watch. The Lawyers Committee for · tum out. It wa:, good to learn · that New
Human Rights. and Ne"{ York Law School York I,.,aw School could pull this off sucfor their sponsorship. Human Rights cessfully, through· the hard work of stu- ·
Watch does more than Watch! I saw vj_rtu- dents. l also commend the few who did
-ally each participant come through the so much. An unexpected· benefit was-that
front doors and we were all pleased ·that I got to meet or got to know better, a few
Room 401 was SRO. It was a remarkable -fellow students . The effort drew the stuevent, and the greatest benefit derived was dents closer together, and I thank Professor
that many people were help~d , l)Ot only Strossen for .this result in .particular. Now,
by individual cqunseling and referral, but onto bigger ideas!

Out With ,t he New,

THE NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

Reporter

In _With the Old
Fearing that things at New York Law
Sch0ol were running too smoothly, Associate Dean Zeigler in his latest memo
to students has outlined his master plan to
create a chaotic ambience during the mostfrantic time of the year by announcing that
all late comers to exams will be seated at
the ushers' discretion. Does this mean you
will have to wait for a musical pause?
A memo recently mailed to students,
outlining the new testing procedures contains changes that are ludicrous at best.
Highlights of the new procedures include:
in cases of lateness exceeding ten minutes,
students will not be admitted into the testing room and must report to Stephen Goot .
and no extra time is given; in cases of
medical illness students must ·report to
Stephen Goot who will then determine the
appropriate course of action. The choices
are (I) buck up and take the exam, with
no extra time, (2) you have 72 hours to
buck up and take the exam, or (3) buck
up and ·take the exam the next semester
in which it is offered, regardless of who
is teaching it. In cases of death in the
family, severe illness, and high anxiety,
students must notify Stephen Goot prior
to the exam in order to receive a 72 hour
extension.
For those of you who are unfamiliar
with last year's procedure, let us encapsu-

la~e it for you. Late comers with an appropnate excuse, and a notarized affidavit
submitted within 24 hours thereafter were
sent to the tardy room and were giv~n the
full time· allotted for the exam. Major ill.ness, death in the family, and high anxiety
were handled on a -case by case basis.
Seemed fair enough then, seems doubly
so now.
This is New York, steam pipes explode,
trains derail, and presidents visit. Through
t~is carnage, stud~nts are expected to ar. nve promptly, and in a proper state of
mind_to take an exam. Such tedious procedures will only heighten the students' al.ready acute anxiety. -Perhaps Dean Zeigler
does not feel that students really need the
full time to take the exam, as in the past
•~rofess?-r' Zeigler has generously provided his exam questions at the library
· circulation desk. As far as we know, only
Professor Roth has followed his charitable
example, but regrettably Professor Roth
is no longer here. This, we feel, · renders
these new procedures moot.
Since exams are still a month away we
beli_eve it is not too late to change the
testmg procedures. We suggest that the revision more closely resemble the old testing procedures·and be called classic testing
procedures to' eliminate any confusion
caused thereby.

PRIME MINISTER
EVAN AUGOUST/NIATOS

MINISTER OF FINANCE
DIANE WOLFSON

MINISTER OF WAR & PEACE
DILIP MASSAND

MINISTER OF -TRUTH
DARREN DOMINA

MINISTER OF -JUSTICE
BRADLEY SHAW

MINISTER OF THE AMERICAN WAY
_ALBERT WALLERYAN

MINISTER OF CULTURE
SHIRLEY WONG

MINISTER OF PROPAGANDA
DAN MUALLEM

AMBASSADOR OF GOOD WILL
DONNA SANTIAGO
AMBASSADOR TO FRANCE
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
SURGEON GENERAL
BARRY BLOCK
OMBUDSMAN
LARRY SIRY .
.HOUSE OF ·PEERS
· FR~~gtf CHAN, DON LASH, ANTHONY DiNOTA, PHILIP SPYROPOULOS, MARIO CORONAS
K
IE GEORGE, JENICE MALECKI. OSCAL McDONALD. ELIZABETH NOCHLAND
.
AREN EMMA, WR! SHERMAN, ALEXANDER ROSAIT/, PETE GEORGALOS, CHRIS D·.c.
·
INDIGENOUS TRIBE
TED ZAFIRIS
SPECIAL THANKS TO
JEFF DICKEY
FOR BEING SO SPECIAL

Eds.

Quote of the Month:
Fall behind early so you
have more time to catch up.

f
1
· . ·: ·
•
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Student of
The Month

i ~·

THE PASSWORD:

The Office of Student Affairs would like gram she served justices in the .civil and
to recognize Myrna Cuevas as "Student criminal State Supreme Court.
I
of the Month." Myrna is a second year
The Office of Student Affairs would
day student who worked her way through also like to give special recognition to four
the City College of New York where she members of ·the Law School community
earned her B.S. in Nursing. She now whose accamplishments in the last month
works as a Registered Nurse · on staff at are noteworthy. We extend our c.ongratulaMount Sinai Medical Center to ·support tions to- Roberta Silver for her victory in
herself at New York Law School. Her job th~ Moot Court ·competition. And many
in the Intensive Care Unit frequently re- thanks, to Tony Chang, Margaret Lee
quires her to work _on the weekend or at and Shirley Wong for all their efforts in
night, yet she still manages to continue at organizing the seminar on the rights of
the Law School on a full-time basis. In Chinese immigrants in conjunction with
addition, Myrna clerks for the Honorable Professor Nadine Strossen. This highly
Michael J. Dontzin, Supreme Court Jus- successful program represents an outstandtice of t~e State_ of New Yor~, where she· _ ing contribution by New York Law School
works with medical malpractice and prod- to the New York City community.
uct liability issues. Myrna was one of three
recipients of the new Minority Judicial
Clerkship this p;tSt summer. In this pro-

· Saturday mornings at New York Law
-School are usually quiet; not so for a few
hours on October 7. Classrooms were
buzzing with lawyers, students and about
150 Chinese visitors who gathered for a
seminar on new developments in Chinese
immigration law.
The 1event was designed to provide
Chinese nationals in the United States with
a ·general overview of current immigration
laws and -procedures in the wake of th~
dramatic repression of the student led pro- .
democracy movement in Beijing last June.
Tiie seminar provided-opportunity for indi·viduals with specific questions and immediate problems concerning their own
immigration status to receive one. on one
counseling from la\J.(yel"l? who specialize
in immigration and asylum law.
The event was jointly sponsored by Asia
Watch, Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights and NYLs. Asia Watch and
Lawyers Committee are public interest
· groups that monitor and promote international 1ll!man rights in the United States
and around the world. New York Law
School was represented by Professor
Nadine Stro_ssen and a number of NYLS
students .
The morning began with a captivating
- eyewitness account of the events in Beijing
and Teinanmen Square by Robin Munro,
a British journalist ·who has worked for
Asia Watch in China for the past six years.
Mr. Munro was in the Square when the
pro-democracy movement was literally
crushed beneath the tanl_cs of the People's
Liberation Army.in a pre-dawn invasion.
Mr. Munro recounted how thousands of
citizens of Beijing mo\)ilized to support
the student demonstrations by pouring into
the streets of the city to block the arrpy
and tanks from entering the _Square, the
site of the Great Hall of the People-"
China's parliament building . (The Square
is also the site .of the Mao Zedong
Mausoleum and in very close proximity
to the Forbidden•C_ity, which was o_nce the
home of China's emperors.) By the _eve~
ning of June 3, the army had successfully
carried out their orders and took complete
control of Tienanmen Square. Mr. Munro
then recalled how the tanks entering the
Square destroyetl the tents and make-shift
encampments built by the students during
their occupation.
Following Mr. Munro, Arthur Helton,
a professor of asylum and immigration law
at NYU and a member of Lawyers -Committee for Human Rights, spoke on the
U.S. Governm~nt's administrative response to the events in China. His discussion focused on changes in various immi- .
gration requirements, as well as certain
risks involved in pursuing these new immigration programs.

•

415 Snrenth Avenue. Salte 62
New York-; ~ York I 0001
(212) 59~3696 (201) 623·3363

U.S.A. or Bust
By B. Shaw

- Robin Munro
- A good turnout

Mr.- Helton also addressed congres- as the Seminar, where non-Chinese organi- lai area . fhe \awyers from Asia Watch and
sional initiatives proposed and pending in zations reach out to offer free help to tne Lawyers Committee were not actually
both Houses. Mr. Helton noted that con- Chinese community, are virtually non- seeking clients but were there to provide
gressional remedies are fairly narrow and existent elsewhere. Nevertheless, such general advice in immigration law and prothat some of the proposed enactments help is viewed at first with a great deal of cedures. However, in matters dealing only
carry several risks which could, if at!~mpt- distrust and skepticism. The ,a istrust stems· with asylum, if an individual was unable
.ed, jeQpardize a person's already legal im- from the fear that by coming forward, to afford counsel, and met a number of
migration status.
- Chinese aliens will attract-too much atten- other requirements, Lawyers Committee
"Congress has a short attention span and - · ~ion to· themselves. "Not only. do they fear would agree to accept their case,
a poor memory." said Mr. Helton. Indeed; repercussions for themselves and ·their
Two such political asylum cases were
the crushing of the -democracy movement families from the Chinese dovemment if actually engaged at the seminar cm behalf
and the execution and imprisonmen~ of its they act; · but also action from the U.S. of student organizers active in the democleaders have already faded from the popu.: Government which c ould result in d,eporta- racy movement -in fhis country and who
lar consciousness and the bold and sweep- ti.on. Though it is the policy of the U.S. fear reprisals from the Chinese Governing promises made ·by the President and Government to keep asylum'. and related ment if they ren1rn.
the Congress seem _to be little more than imm.igration m~tters confidential , the
lip service and political posturing. Profes- Chinese still fear exposure and are often
NYLS students: 'i
· Chang , Shirley
Wong . Margr". ' :_ : .
· instrumental in
sor Helton suggested .that a lobby mu~t be· reluctant to come forward.
formed among the leadership in the
orgar;_ting t=,-- · .trninf, - j:r •he guidance
Chinese community to spur the U.S. GovAfter the remarks by Munro and Helton , of Profr ::· .. · ·. ·:;sst '. •
f!!lt that the
emment into action to make good on its · the seminar adjourned -into smaller groups ~'· lm-ge tu.n,._ . ~ .: . :1 succes, ·_,_, counseling of
promises to facilitate Chinese immi-gration to deal more specifica)ly with (jiffere nt J-· many of·
,..:eople at t. _s urnsual and
into this country.
areas of immigration law. These smaller im)X}rtant event made the day a great sueIn candid discussions with Chinese na- . group sessions allowed-individuals to cqn-;· ·cess. Thoug~ NYLS has many ties in the
tionals in attendance, it was noted that it suit a lawyer or be guided by a law student j ·- legal ·community, it is rare indeed ; that
is just this kind of "hand waving" in the on specific questions concerning their per- the Law s,c hool and' its students extend
· \ , ~-·their time, skills-and resources to the comface of the Government that many Chinese sonal immigration status.
who face the risk of deportation wish to
. The counselors then functioned as ~n- .., , mity wit}:tout any concern for recogniavoid. An accounting student at Queens "ad hoc referral service" pointing an indi 0 ~ tion or personal gain . Alf who participated
College who also · works as a waiter in vidual toward ~e proper agency or org~ni- should be commended, though too numerChinatown, commented that events such zation which might best assist in a particu- ous to be nafl}ed in this article.
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Clubbing ·
ATTENTION
HEALTHISONTIIBWAY
As you all know, there is no exercise_
facilities (translation-gym) available to
New York Law School students. Until now,
we have had to find a health club on our
own and pay the going rate for the
privilege of working out, but no more. A
full service health club with weights,.
aerobics, steamroom, etc. will now welcome NYLS students.
The regular membership rate is $599 a
year, but thanks to the negotiating skills
of the Business Law Society, any NYLS
student or a friend of an NYLS student
may join for $199 a year. But there is
more. We also negotiated a deal whereby
if 75 people join, we will receive memberships for 225 people. This means tliat if
225 want to join, it is only $ 129 a year.

No club could possibly beat or match that
deal.
·
. The gyin is walking distance from the
school, being on Houston St. and Broadway, and is open from 6 am-11 pm. For
more infomiation stop by Cl07 or call
extension 817 or 865 and ask for. Darryl
or Marty.
This deal is brought to you courtesy of
the Business Law Society.
·
*Note-This offer is the result of continuous negotations with several clubs
throughout the city. Neither Business Law
or any of its individuals involved in the
Amnesty International is an indepennegotiations is an employee of or receives dent worldwide movement working for the
any bonus, commission, or any other com- release of all prisoners of conscience, fair
. and prompt trials for political prisoners ,
pensation from the club.
and an end to torture and executions. The
- - - - - - - - . , , . . - - - - - - - - - r - - ' - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - l New York Law School branch of Amnesty
will run a letter writing campaign on Oc- .

AMNESTY·

·INTERNATIONAL

Art, Enterta.i nment,

SBA Upddate
Mid Year Senate
Election Results

and Media Law
Career Symposium

tober 24th, 11 :00 A.M . - 4:00 P.M. We
are asking people to come to the lounge
to write a letter for a political prisoner
abroad (in exchange for a slice of pizza).
We are also planning to host a symposium in November on apartheid in South
Africa.

r

James Frisbie

HELLENIC.

Christine M. Guerci
-Do you want to know what you may
Bill Kasten
be doing after Law School??
. -Do you want to find out how to get
Teresa Kondrup
mto the Art, Entertainment, and Media
Law fields??
-Do you want to know what ·being a
lawyer in these fields is REALLY like??
***Then SAVE THE DATE, Wednesday,
November 15, 1989 at 5:45 p.m. Where?
The faculty dining room 5th floor C build- ·
ing***
There will be a Symposium followed
by a reception sponsored by the Media
Law Project. The topics of discussion will
be the fields of Art, Entertainment and
Media Law. Guest speakers will be 'trom
. firms and in house counsel from New York
City. the speakers will talk about their experiences in their fields and give advice
on how to get involved in their areas of
specialty. After .,i short talk from each of
the guests they will be available to answer The SBA is co-sponsoring a Halloween
any qu~stions. you might have concerning Costume Party with PAD on Thursday Octhese 1~~reasmgly popular, and highly tober 26th from 6:00 pm - 11 :00 pm in
the student lounge. There will be beer,
com~ttt1ve, fields of law.
munchies and a D .J. Night students are
encouraged to attend after their evening
classes - there _will be plenty of refreshPLEASE COME AND BRING YOUR
ments left!
QUESTIONS . . . WE'LL PROVIDE
THE REST
On October 4th the SBA Senate chartered
the NYLS chapter of the ACLU. The
NYLS/ACLU is located in room C-102.
NOW THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
Anyone wishing to join this organization
may drop by the office.

More
SBA

LAW
SOCIETY

.)

Interested? Call
Phillip .at (212) 249-0403
or ' keep an eye out _
· for our first meeting .
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LECTURE ON REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
-The Rights of Minors -.
by Jenice L. Malecki
On October 19, ACLU representative Simon Heller was sponsored by the Legal

Association for Women (L.A.W.) to speak on the three reproductive freedom cases
coming before the Supreme Court in the next two months: Turnock v. Rag~dale,
Hodgson v. Minnesota, and State of Ohio v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health.
All three cases concern restrictions on the abortion righJS of women. The rights of
minor females were the focus of tlie discussion ,
"Minor tights," commented Mr. Heller, "are a special area in the law." The rights
of adults ," he continued. "There are greater restrictions on minors -than on· adults."
The ACLU position, according to Heller, is on "tricky ground." They will argue that
the Court's previous decisions upholding restrictions on minors access to abortions
have rested on incorrect assumptions on what effect such s1atutes would have on
minors. These statutes would necessitate that minors obtain parental consent or judicial
·
bypass (a showing of " maturity" or "best interest").
"Compromise on minor rights," is the real problem in these restrictions on abortion,
according to Collen O 'Connor, the ACLU's National Public Education Director. "The
broader set of questions" revolve around the court saying that ''.young people do not
have the same rights" as adults. ·
"Not good for the ACLU position ," commented Heller is that Justice Stevens reeussed .
himself from participation in the Turnock case. Alth_ough the-rea~on is presently un_known, Stevens has been recognized as holding a pro-choice position .. There is also
settlement negotiations going-on in Turnock , and Heller agmitted that it was "difficult
to discern if that would be good or bad." Heller does believe, however, _that "pro-choice
aGthj sts' mo6ilization has been effective" in persuading legislators not to restrict abortion
in certain states.
_
Also present at the presentation was Professor Ralph Brown and Professor Nadine
Strossen, both affiliated with the ACLU.
-
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Book Review

Simon.Says
By Lori Sherman
It is a rare occasion when one js given
the pleasure of reading about two extraordinary personalities who have done so
much to shape the course of the law and
pave the way for civil rights and civil liberties. These two formidable people are
Hugo Black and Felix Frankfurter ,,and
thell' bellicose relationship is portrayed
vividly -by Dean James F. Simon in The
Antagonists: Hugo Black, Felix Frankfurter and Civil Liberties in ModernA,r,erica.
Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed Hugo
Black as an associate justice to the Su. preme Court in 1937 and appointed Felix
Frankfurter in 1939. Both men had, prior
to their judicial appointments, practiced
law privately and publicly and )lad been
highly sensitive in their respective f)ractices to the special stature of individual
rights; although Frankfurter's devotion to
civil liberties was more pronounced than
was Black's. After their judicial appointments, a reversal of roles occurred. Black,
a former Ku Klux Klan member, became
the libertarian leader of the Court, while
Frankfurter, defender of anarchists and
communists, became a staunch proponent
of judicial restraint. ,

deported...:....au without even the basic pro- · proved to be. At that time, Frankfurter's eluding Chief Justice Charles · Evan
cedural safeguards, to his defense of Sacco reputation as· a libertaFiari was a matter of · Hughes. Black broke new ground in conand Vanzetti during a period of American public record. Dean Simon takes· us into stitutional interp·retation and theory which
history not wholly sympathetic to the thefr arena on -a case-by-case and blow-by- might nof have re~ched its maturity withclaims of alleged anarchists •of Italian ori- blow basis. The first cases to cause sparks out the forceful a)Jd, at times , vehement
giii.
between the- two were some of the most opposition of his nemesis, Fran!<furter.
The book tracks. Frankfurter's intellec- important first -amendment ·cases of the Frankfurter challenged Blac)< at every turn
tualmaturation and scholarly development century.
forcing Black to thoroughly think through
from his attendance at Harvard Law
During Frankfurter's second term on the and clearly articulate his jurisprudence.
School through · the· years as professor of Court, hi.s belief in judicial restraint As The Antagonists ~xhibits, tJiere is none
_law at Harvard and as political advisor to · emerged triumphant in his majority opin° so clear an example of this process of dissome of the. most important men of his_ ion in Minersville School District v. secting the arguments and throwing them
era, including Henry Stimson, Theodore Gobitis. Frankfurter strongly believed that open to microscopic scrutiny as the judiRoosevelt,
and
Franklin
Delano. the judiciary should exercise restraint in cial debate over the application of the Bill.
Roosevelt. It is unequivocally demon- reviewing legislative acts. Hence, ·he .be- of Rights to the srates 'through the que .
_strated that, at this point, not only was lieved that religious freedoms could be im- process clause of the fourteenth amend,Frankfurter a dedicated libertarian· but he pinged by majorities. -Black joined the ment.
The disagreement between the two juswas an intellectual force to be reckoned majority -in Gobitis although he had seri. with. However, the legal scholar/advisor ous doubts about the decision . These . tices over the interpretation of the due proof Presidents met -his match in Hugo doubts took firm root and matured into a cess clause of th_e fourteenth amendment
Black.
full-grown absolutist position in West Vir- centered around whether the guarantees of
Hugo Black's rise To .assoc-iate justice ginia Board of Education l:'- Barnette_ . By the entire Bill of Rights should be applied
was, interestjngly, less _noteworthy for,his the time Barnette was decided, the battle- to the states through that clause or only
grounds had been drawn and the conflict select guarantees must be applied. In a
dedication to civil rights and libertie~ than
between Justice Frankfurter and Justice chapter called Everyman and the Devil .
for his stellar performance as an attorney
Black reached warlike proportions. Obvi- -(Frankfurter saw himself as everyma,n in
and a politician. The fntagonists rec_ounts
Black's ascent from his personal _injury ously, the philosophical bent of Black, a righteous battle against Black · as the
which was maximally protective of civil Devil) we learn that Frankfurter, in a letter,
practice to his appointment as municipal
rights and liberties, coulcJ qot exist peace- invited Black to justify his position of incourt judge. As a judge, Black's prim~ry
The book establishes that, before be- tools '!Ve~ fairness and_ common sense fully ·beside Frankfurter's jurisprudence, corporation; iJ. position which Frankfurter
coming a member of the ~ourt, F$lkfur- and, as a result, he earned the respect of _ which. was unprotective ofthese selfsame ·. believed ·io be untenable in light of his
·
ter was a self-imposed guardian of civil his- fellow Alabamians. His ability to per- rights.
conviction that the Court was only re- ·
rights and li~rties; ironically, we learn suade men that his was the .team to play
quired to impose standards of procedural
that he was instrumental in the early suc- on catapulted him t9 the positi01:1s of first,
Dean Simon demonstrates that without fairness on state courts. Black ultimately
cesses of the American Civil . Liberties County Solicitor, and then, Uniteg States the conflict betweep the two justices, the responded fo Frankfurter's challenge , not
Union. Dean Simon trac~s Frankfurter's Senator for the state of_ Alabama. These . ·course of civil rights and civil liberties by a return letter, but in a dissenting opinuncompromising support for personal free- particular trait_s were instrumental - in migqt have been very different"-and the . ion inAdamson v._California. Black firmly
doms from his participation in the auJhor- Black's later success in forging .majorities prote~tions, which we take for granted~ belie".ed that Frankfurter's theory permitship of the Mooney Report, which dis- on the Supreme Co1,1.rt.
might not have existed. Frankfurter, a ted judges to substitute their own values
At the start of Frankfurter's tenure on staunch advocate of judicial restraint ,
closed the Justice Department's practice
in determining what is fundame~!al to a
by which thousands of suspected subver- · the Court, ·it was by no means inevitable· paused th~- entrenched legal doctrines of
sives were arrested and incarcerated, sub-· that he and Black would ·become em- his time. Judicial restraint was ,practiced
con't on p . 15
jected_to abominable conditions, and some broiled in a conflict as ~xplosiv_e as theirs by the promi~ent justices of the tiine ,: in-
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, posilions. A very dramatic effect. (Oh, by
. the way, 3 large video screens were set up
in the Stadium.)
Throughout other songs, films of political scenes were shown, including poverty
in South Africa, Hitler, Winston Churchill,
.and Martin Luther King. Then, midway
through the concert, M;ick took ·a break
and Keith played 3 ·solos, including
"Happy." Keith's guitar solos were great.
Then, Mick came back to "It's Only Rock
'N' Roll" and had everyone singing along
with him. The StoQes played for two-andone-half hours. Throughout that time, ·
everyone was constantly dancing, singing
and sharing old Stones' stories. No one
sat down. It was a great concert. The
Stones played their last song and then
earne out for one encore~"Jumping Jack
Flash." Then they wayed goodbye and
were gone. The sky lit up. A beautiful
fireworks show was accompanied by Classical music. The stadium lights were
turned on, and the Rolling Stones were
gone as fast as they came .... Gone, but
still felt ... The Stones are a legend ....
A legend of one of the best Rock 'N' Roll
bands ever.
For those of you who haven't gone to the
concert yet, here are a few helpful hints:
I. Leave yourself ample time to get to the
concert,
2. If you're taking your car, try not to
park in Shea's parking lot. It took some 2
hours to get home. I parked my car on ;:i. •
side street and it took me V2 hour to get
home.
3. If you're taking Mass Transit, it will
take you a long time, also. After the concert, there were crowds of people waiting
to get onto the train. Fortunately, everything is well organized. Cops are there to
.see that everything runs smoothly.
· 4. Make sure you bring binoculars. Unless you have floor seats, y·ou' ~ going to
need them.
5. Bring warm clothes.
.
6. Bring an umbrella. The Stones are
-going on Rain or Shine. -
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The Tree That Knew Too .Much
birds with sweet melodies io sing, all of
By Phillip D. Spyropoulos
them building nests on the trees. The birds
"They're going to tum me ,nto a pen- were the forest's only source of discontent
·
in these virile days of spring. These little
cil!", shouted the t~.
The other trees, startled from their age- creatures were not like the other poor
old hibernation, looked at it with confu- things, that had to crawl and live on the
sion.
ground, swim in bogs and ponds, climb
'They're going to tum me into a pen- and jump and always chase and be chased
cil!", again exclaimed the hysterical tree.
on the soil; condemned to a life ofl the
"Shut up and go back to sleep, you're earth, like a tree, but with no peace and
having a bad dream:" said a neighbor.
content. Birds were different, so very
The older mother-tree looked at both of beautifully different; always held in deep
them disapprovingly, "now that's no way awe and respect by the trees. It ·was a
to speak to your sister. You may .only be blessing to have a .bird nest on your
66 years old but you're old enough to know branches, and even woodpeckers who bur-_
better. And as for you young tree, try keep- rowed deep holes in your trunk were wel.
. ..
ing it quiet or you'll wake up the whole come.
forest and embarrass me like you did when
Yes the birds were quite an mspmng
your cones started crackling before their _sight to the trees. They soared up high i~to
time last summer."
the sky, swooped down and around agam,
"Aw mom, why do you have to bring landed, glided, soared into the clouds.
that up again, the other trees will hear." They left when they wanted, they flew
"If you were as concerned ~bout your wherever . they · wanted. They ,_.played
capillary action as you were about what games Wlth each other as they soared
the other saplings thought, you'd be a through the wind; "they could not be the
much taller tree by ·now. Now get back to same as the ground creatures" thought the
hibernation."
trees, "they must be something special,
.
.
,
The young tree pretended to hibernate, something more."
but it couldn't. It could sense that some:.
The trees could only 1magme that they
thing was going to happen. It couls sense themselves were birds. That they could fly
in its roots. It couldn't get the thought out up, up to the father sun. Indeed, some
•of its trunk and lay there awake until sleep trees ,have seen birds fly to the sun itself
finally arrived-weeks later.
and perch themselves on his life-giving
Winter came and passed. With spring, tentacles. Whei:i it rained, the trees were
the trees slowly awoke out of their ~eavy honored to shelter the little gods, and when
slumber. It was a happy time, the trees all the sun was smiling on the earth, the trees
fresh and rested, ready for another season's watched the birds' majesti~ play with revegrowth and birth, ready to be tickled by rential wonder.
·
the bumble· bees and the soft spring
All were happy except for the poor tree.
breezes, ready to see the sapplings grow
"What's wrong with you young tree?"
larger and stronger, ready for invigorating ask<!d the other trees, your branches have
sun and the refreshing rains. For the trees, been sagging and your leaves do not even
it was like waking up into a perfect dream. bother to tum to the sun anymore."
"They're going to tum me into a pencil"
The most exciting event of this season
was the birth of trees from their mother's said the pensive tree.
cones. As every day passed, the forest en"What's a pencil?" they asked.
thusiastically kept tabs on the little seed!"It's a part of us that's used to write on
ings. "This one looks like its going to another part of us" it responded.
'i\nd how do you know?" asked the
grow strong like its mother" or "this poor
little fellow is not going to make it." The forest.
younger trees were especially involved "I saw it in ~y dreams." said the rueful
with this whole happening, proud of their tree.
A pretty little bird suddenly dashed benewly earned right of participating, while
the older trees, having Jived these things tween their branches _and stole the trees'
each spring for over a century, were con- attention forever.
tent in passively enjoying the affair.
The young tree gre-..y old and heavy.
And then there were the birds. Big beau- waiting. And the forest never understood
tiful birds with bright c_olored stripes, tiny what a pencil was.
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ing a higher grade if her allegations were accordingfy remanded the· matter back to
factual, which would have possibly pre- New York Law School.
The Appellate Division, First Depart- vented her dismissal, the court stated "that
Since this decision is administratively
ment, reflecting the pervasive view ·that an irrational· reading of (the student's) unprecedented, it is not clear what will
courts are reluctant to interfere in essay on the exam in that course is a pos- happen if the school's appeals are u~availacademic grading matters held that "what- sib1lity that cannot_be ruled out."
ing. The administration has declined to ~
ever the dictates of common sense, this is
The court held that, "[at] least when a . issue any official statement on the inatter
precisely the type of professional , educa- student's very right to remain in school ' and if forced to comply with the court
tional judgment the courts will not re- depends on it, we think the school owes order mandating a reconsideration of
view." In the court's opinion, this was the student some manner of safeguard Susan "M'f' Corporations grade, seems
more a matter for the discretion of school against the possibility of arbitrary or cap- unsure of exactly what procedures to foiadministrators. .
'·
ricious error in grading . • • It does not <low. Since the Academic Status Committee
conc~ming the Corporations grade, avail (the school) for its Corporations pro- governs affairs dea'Jing with dismissals
Susan "M" alleged that her professer told fessor to deny these allegations by .repre- and originally handled and dismissed both
her she was given zero credit on an essay senting that (the student's) grade was Susan "M" and her allegations, ·it seems
question worth 30% of the exam because 'based on the overall quality of her answer, likely that this Committee will rehear the
she analyzed the question under New York and not as (the student suggests) ·or\ any Susan "M" case. It also seems ·possible
and Delaware law when only Delaware single, absolute rule with respect to· the that the outcome will remain unchanged
law was required. The professor allegedly structure or organization of her answers.' and the committee will reaffirm its deci- told her that her answer under Delaware .. . At issue is l)Ot what grade (the student) sion to dismiss Susan "M." Can New York
law was correct and that she would have should have received but whether the Law School give Susan "M" the "reasonreceived full credit if she had not men- grade received was arbitrary or capricious; able assurances" that the court believes not whether (the student) deserved_.a C + are in its professional responsibility to
tioned New York law.
NYLS, not responding to these allega- instead of a Din Corporations but whether give? Do these safeguards even exist, and
tions, argued that the professional and sub- she deserved a zero on this particular if they do, are they merely illusory?These
jective process of grading law school essay; not on the quality of (the student's) issues deserve attention . But, as is usually
exams was beyond judicial review.
. answer but on the rationality of the profes- the case with administrative matters, 1he
answers remain vague and the issues reThe Appell~te Division disagreed and sor's grading."
stated, "[as] seldom and reluctantly as the
The court concluded that the school's•~ main unresolved. One thing seems clear
principle has been applied to actually over- decision to dismiss (the student) should though, whatever her particular situation,
ride a determination, a school's academic not have been made in 'the absence of Susan "M" desires readmittance to New
evalua~io~ . is not . ~compl~~ely im'!lune reasonable assur~mces that the zero ~iv_en York Law School and is willing to fight
·
from JUd1c1al scrutmy . . . After discus- her on the essay m question was a rat10nal for iL
sing the plausibility of Susan "M" receiv- exercise of discretion by the grader," and
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From the Hearts
·- pf
Dilip_Massar~_
Oscar McDonald
Elizabeth Nachlin
Donna Santiago

sidewalks of New York. Their backgrounds portray the ethnic diversity of our
city-Oscar is a young black man, Donna
a young Puerto Rican woman, and Elizabeth
Friday the 13th 1989 ... The Central
(for all intents and purposes)-a nice
Parle jogger show remarkable signs of recovery. The trial of the young black boys · white girl. They are all Law students, they
have all read Brown V. Bd of ed. and are
that made her the object of their psychoall too familiar with the Supreme Court's
pathic night of "wilding" painstakingly
efforts to·promote racial harmony'. In fact,
gets under way . . . A young black man
you could say that we are the "children of
was killed a few weeks ago in Bensonhurst
by a "mob" of young Italian Americans.
those efforts" as we all attended desegregated schools in this city. As I said' earlier
They were "pissed" because one of them
I left, they stayed. These then are their
had been dumped by his girlfriend, and
she had started to date a black boy. One , _stories exactly as they stated. I think you
of their friends said that it wasn't that · owe it to them as your peers to listen . . .
they had anything against the particular
boy who died, "he was just in the wrong
place at the wrong time." ... Right pal,
Donna
When· a young black man was murdered
just wait until your friends find out what
it's like to "be in the wrong place at the by a gang of white youths in Howard
wrong time," when they're_Jead to a prison Beach, people were in shock. "How could
filled with lunatics just waiting to get a this happen in New York?", they
piece of some sweet white meat-,-rriaybe exclaimed in disbelief. People explained
th~t's justice ... Let's not make this just it away as an isolated incident, wanting
a black & white thing. Just this week on desperately to believe it could not happen
the holiest of days for the Jewish people, again. Uor one had no problem believing
two Jewish boys were beaten so savagely that racial violence could happen in New
by a gang of white non-Jews that their York. Ten years ago I would have had no
spleens were removed. One begins to problem believing that it happened on my
.
stabilize in the hospital, while the other block.
lays with a fractured skull hovering perilWhen I was 12 years old my family and
ously on the thin trapeze wire that sepa- I moved from Manhattan to Queens. The
rates life from death ... Friday the. 13th? area was a white middle class, family
No, just another day in the city that "loves neighborhood of row houses and tree lined
to hate itself' . . .
streets. All the neighborhood teens could
What do you think it's like to grow up gather at the local park to play handball,
in this city? I know what_it was like for softball, basketball or just to hangout.
me, and it wasn't very nice. Fortunately, Everyone was happy and everyone was
I had parents who had worked hard enough welcome (or so I thought). One day some_
to give me the means to, change my envi- black guys came to the park. The boys
ronment. So at the tender age of fifteen I from the neighborhood chased.them away
packed up and went" to boarding school with vicious. slurs and threats of violence.
·. . . I got out. A lot of my generation This was not an isolated incident. It was
didn't. Hey, why should they? This crazy · .-o be repeated before my eyes many times.
beautiful city is their home ... And that's
The first time, I asked one of the guyswhy I'd like you to meet my friend~ach ·'Why?", wondering to myself had some~
has their own tale to tell about what it was thing happened before I had moved here
like growing up in New York City. Meet . •:o inspire such hate? No. There was no
Donna, Oscar, and Elizabeth-their, ex-eason. The response came simply, "This
periences range from the public schools, is our park and they should stay in their
to the . playgrounds, and back to the park." At that moment I thought maybe
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there isn't a park where they live, or maybe
it isn't as nice as ours, but to my shame I
acc~pted this answer in silence. Who was
I to challenge this behavior? I was a Puerto
Rican girl from the Lower East Side, I
had my own problems. But my skin was
white and besides it was quite awhile before anyone bothered to ask me what my
last name was. By the time they realized
that not only _Italian girls were named
Donna and went to Catholic School it was
too late to rescind their friendship.

We ·got the hint. It's a shame that you
cannot normally see -one's skin color
through a telephone. •
Between 1982 and 1985 I worked in an
all white Brooklyn neighborhood called
Mill Basin. On several occasions groups
of white boys would drive by while I was
waiting for my bus to go home and fling
fist sized rocks and bottles at the blacks
waiting at the bus stop. On several other
occasions, the same ignorant rednecks
would drive by with fire extinguishers and

''As in any caste system

our differences were rubbed in our faces"
I spent _the next years angry at · my try to spray .us with water. Doesn't this
friends for behaving this way, angry at remind you gf an old newsreel so often
myself for wanting to be accepted by them, shown on documentaries of black in Birrunning as mongham being sprayed with fire hoses?
and angry at the black kids
Should I have quit my job, which was
if they were guilty of a trespass. At the
time J- rationalized; perhaps there is an financing my undergraduate education?
understanding here -that I. <lo not know ' Should I -have stopped travelling jn all
about. Later l would realize that what · white neighborhoods?
The answer to _these two questions is
existed was a severe lack of understandobviously no. I would not think twice
ing.
Well, the neighborhood has grown up. · about killing anyone who would try to
The community is racially, ethnically, and restnct my right to travel freely in
· religiously diversified, and everyone at the America, much less iri a borough :,vhe~ I
park is happy and everyone is welcome. was born and raised . .
But everywhere people are not living happily ever after. Once again the headlines
cry of a black youth slain in Bensonhurst
at the hands of. young white men, and
again the public ,is in shock. They cannot
Elizabeth
believe tbat this is happening in the enWhen I was very _young, my mother
lightened North. The first step toward sol- used to put me nn a bus with a bunch of
ving a problem is admitting that it exists.
other white kids and we were all taken to
Many people were shocked when Ger- P._S . 307-a predominantly black elemenmany was divided and could not believe tary school. None of us questioned it. We
it when the Berlin wall werit up. Well the were in kindergarden and this was school.
walls are going up all over this city and This was how it was supposed to be. ·
. we must do something before they get too
For the next few hours, white and black
high for us to see over them .
children played~ listened to stories and
rapped together. We were taught racial
Oscar
harmony at an early age. I remember learnGrowing up in Brooklyn, N. Y. has been ing about Dr. Martin Luther King. His
quite an enlightening experience to say -. picture hung over our blackboard. I rethe least. As a minority, I did not experi- member learning a song that was popular
at the time ... · "the ink is black, · the
ence racism on a conscious level until I
was 14 or 15 years old : Looki_ng back and page is white; together we learn to _read
realizing how bad racism was and is in and ·write . . .". We were not supposed to
Brooklyn, I feel that I must have had my · Jookateachotherandignorethedifference
in our skin color. Instead we were taught
head in the sand.
Overt racism is quite'a hard pill to swal- ' to appreciate t,he richness of black culture,
low, and when I received my first taste of and the importance of the struggle to prothat pill I almost choked. In 1979 my mote racial equality. Parents and Grandpamother and I were living alone in Coney rents came in to teach us songs, or talk
Island. My mother decided that she about experiences. They didn't think we
wanted a larger apartment. We started to were_too young to hear horror stories about
call Real Estate offices and ads for apart- burning crosses down south. Neither did
ments that were advertised in stweral news- · we. We sang "We Shall Overcome" on our
papers. Somtimes I would call, and some- way home on the bus.
By the second grade, though, the bus
times my mother would call. Most of the
time the landlord or Real Estate agent stopped coming and I went to my neighborwould tell us to come right down to view hood elementary school which was predothe apartment, but every sing!~ time we minantly white. Many years later I learned
arrived at the apartment or Real Estate that I had been part of a specially funded
to
give
underprivileged
office, the white landlord would -tell us program
that the apartment had just been rented.
·
con't next page
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·'"
~De.R 1lli? S~Te's ToUGH
Set-tretlc;i~G LaWS; i Mave To
SE!NP ~ To ~iSof-l. 'TRYTo

5raY oi.Tt" oF TROUBl.e llMfiL ..•
con't from p./2
Dilly .
we BuiLD oNe. ·
minorities a "Head Start" in the public
Pretty·interesting . .. Whether you a ~
---<S:HoCl--R
school system. I also learned that it was or disagree, or if your own experiences
would lead to diffe_rent conclusions, you
declared a failure and the funds were cut.
My next inter-racial experience was in. have to givejb.ese people some credit ...
Junior High School. But this time we were They werehonest and-f9rthright and spoke
separated into "Tracks," by our Reading to Os from .their hearts, about what they
Test Scores. As it happened, most of the- .. had see~ and experienced. They did not
black kids were in a different track than disguise their opinions in "legalese," or
the white kids. Nobody questioned it put forth their positions in tne jargon of .
_ though, this was Junior High School. This pompous intellectuals concerned with_
was how it was supposed to be.
such elusive concepts as "strict scrutiny,"
As in any caste system, our differ~nc-es '· or ~fional basis review."These are the chilwere rubbed in our faces. They had special · _dren of the civil rights movement. When
Assembly Periods to encourage the kids Dr. King shared his dream of a land where - . Hopefully, we can s ensitize ourselves
in my Track to enter the Scienc~ Fair and · his children walked hand in hand with chi!- to different -perspectives, . so that by the.
You Are
apply for the City's Specialized High dren -of other races, he spoke of this gen- time we leave tb'is place we will be
Schools. Even our lunch periods were dif- eration :- .. And this is what ·they have of the twin evils , ig~orance _and intoJer,,
ferent. Nots_w:prisingly, when we did .com- seen in their brieJ Lives., growing up i.n the . ance, and keep them in \:heck, whep they
raise their ugly heads within our own
municate, it was through violent confron- largest city in America,
· The Big Ttee,
tation.
I know that we have not covered every :. heafis.
·
Now I read about Yusuf Hawkins' mur- side of this issue. I know that each person
So come one New York Law School-I•- der, and I remember P. S. 307. And I read- who reads this has their own unique expefr- know that everyone has. something to say
Brown v. Bd of Education and' remember ences, -whether they feel thaf discrimina- about this . I know everyone has their_own
WeAreThe
P.S. 307 too.
·
tion ex4sts or not, whether t~ey· have ex- -perspective, bred out of their own experi- .
Some of us have heard the Warren Court perienced discrimination, or even if they ·ences. Let's fight the disease of apathy
accused of "Social Engineering" for trying -feel that discrimination is justified in some that permeates. our school. All you have
to desegrate -Public Schools. But when circumstances . I wanno hear _about it . . . to do is write about your experience· on
names of New York City- neighborhoods We may no.Lbe aqle to come up with _any this is-~ ue~Whether you're brown, black, .
like "Bensonhurst" and «Howard-Beach'' solutions, but the ·more first-hand experi-•, yellow, white-Whether you're a Hindu,
become· synonomolis with racia'l violence, ences we share, at least we will learn some- a Bupdhjst, a Baptist, oi- a Jew .. . : Just ·
I ask: Can't our society use some positive thing about ourselves_as a community.·', . :· write something, and march it d~_wn to the
engineering? , -. .
as "mic.;rocosmic'? as it.may be .
Reporters Office ... Stop waiting for the
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Departure areas are l112l transferable _ .
·
Round Trip Fare $30.00 Low lncorrie $15.00 •

-· ·
Send coupon to purchase bus ticket to NOW-NYC, or Call Ticketron or Ticketron Telecharge
'
Train and Piane information call (212) 532-6169 after October 2
Ti«::ket requests received after Nov 1, 1989, must be picked up in person.
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Phone#:_ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,

·send to: NOW-New York City·
15 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011.
Phone 212-807-0721
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0 Enclosed Is$ _ _
. -~r _ _ bus seats.
($30 regular fare: $1516.v-lncome)
.
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low Income activist can go.
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By Alc.;xander n: 'ROSiiti

~

.. 'Tm ' Lost." The .first year student
looked at me with a confused expression, .
standing on the No. 1 train headed downtown. Well, it's only natural. Being lost is
as much a part of first year as Torts I.
Another Part of the first-year experience
is the feeling of dismay and futility about
the first-year . writing program. There is
some -good news about the program; a
number of beneficial changes-:trave been
made, however, the bad news is that as
far as the changes -go : there
still a great
inany problems that ·need to be solved. , '
Last year'there was a storm of criticismover the first-year wnting program. Complaints ranged from "too much work for
too little credit," and "we're never told
i ho~ to do anything unti1 after we're graded"_
to "my professor won't help us and . refuses to meet with us." Unfortunately for
last year's students, most of these complaints reached the writing department
, through a survey that was given out at
mid-year. This left no time for improvements to be institute~ until the present
semester.
Professor Lieberman, director oL the
writing program, offered some insight into
· the program, its goals, ,Jnd the changes
that_have been made. Sitting back comfo.rt-·.
ably in his office in 47 Worth St., he was
_very approachable and talked freely. "Our
. goals have not changed," he said. "We are
•trying to introduce students to a whole
different type of writing and we are also
attempting to force students to confront
their own weaknesses."
, Apart from the goais of the program the
school has instituted . several changes in
. response to last years criticism. ·several
teachers were not askedJo _return, the syl1 labus has undergone extensive renovations
iand· the allocation of grade credit percentages was overhauled.
"We had lots ~f complaints last year,
many were about SP.Ccific teachers," said
can't on page /5
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Buses leave from 3 departure points:
Union Square, Columbus Circle and 86th and Lexington Ave.
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THE ATTEMPT AND NOT THE ,D EED CONFOUNDS US
•

By Don Lash

off with the $3. ~e ~e~ond is that members oflhe federal judiciary cannot be pre- ,
of Appeals for the Second Circuit reversed
sumed to.Be _anymore judi~ious or disc~et
the convictions of three natives ofColom- -, -~ -an ~~smakers,_ co~edians, ?r po~ice
bia for possession cJ" cocaine with' intent
comm 1ss1?'1ers. :w.11at is most di st urbing,
however, is t~at it is reasonabl~ to ~uspect
to distribute (U.S. v. Edwardo-Franco et
al., CMSS-1395). The Court of Appeals
!hat such attitude~ are ~c~mmg mcreasreversed the verdict of a jury in the Eastern
mgly prevalent with the· heightened state
District of New York because it found that
of hysteria_which has been generated by
the trial judge's pejorative remarks about
the very real drug problem. ft would be
Colombians at the sentencing hearing gave
unwarranted optimism to assume that all
the appearance that the judicial process
big?ts. are foolish enough to make their
might have been infected by ethnic preprejudices a matter of record, so that _the
judice. In part, the judge had remarked as
d~age caused by them_ m~y be remedied.
follows: "their regard for the judicial sysIf ignorance and prejudice cannot. be
tern, the men who run their laws, I'm glad
excluded from the bench, t~ey certamly
I'm in America. That's why I pledge alcannot be ~xcluded from _the jUry box ~~d
legiance to the flag ... (T)hey should
prosecuto~ s table. The ns_k of hamt will
have stayed where they were. Nobody told
~ dra~atical~y- enhanced if those clam~rthem to come here ... Nobody tells them
mg for impositio~ of the death penal~y m
to come and get involved in cocaine . . .
drug cases prevaiJ.
My father came over-with $3 in his pocket.
It is not just racial and ethnic prejudice
He has a federal judge for a son." One
thijt must be guarded against. There is also
defendant responded with a plea that her
hostility toward · the 4th, 5th, and 6th
sentence be determined based on her "per- Amendment rights of Americans, and the
son and not her nationality."
perception that _these rights are somehow
This case prompts several observainappropriate in drug cases. In a recent
tions. The first, of course; is that me ban- , campaign advertisement, a New Jersey
arable judge's father was probably better
gubernatorial candidate was accused of

In an August 29 decision, the U.;S. Court

~~i1fS, 11-\fj l~I\O 5VG.fi A .S1mPlf
f~tSftftflf.

1'01>AY, t'hom At@ DltD TOLD

ttte

A&oUT CHIU) A9uSf. AJII> ..SKT4r-1 WORJtf IP.

,•

I

being "soft on drugs" because the law f.inn
with which he was associated had "fought
to k_!!~P drug dealers out of jail." Presun:iably, nis 'finir had done <;riminal defe!lse
work. The implication is tfiat a~ attorney
who sticcessfulfy · defends a persdn · accused of a drug offense, whether by introducing reasonable doubt or by vindicating
a.constitutional riglit, will be equated with
an unindicted co-conspirator. Such statements are like rhetorical steroids, intended
to quickly foster an image of toughness
and political manhood.
.
Like any complex, endemic proolem in
American society, drugs require organized
and intelligent responses. Simplified
rhetoric and appeaJs to collective feat' are
counter-productive. There are clear historical parallels. During the post-WW I
period, when the United States was faced
with tensions resulting from economic injustice and stratification, part of" the response consisted of the Palmer raids and .
the Sacco and Vanzetti prose£utions, born
out .of an unreasoning fear of immigrants
and alien ideologies. During the height of
the Cold War, when the United States was
faced with the dangers of Communist expansionism and espionage, part of the re-

y~sfetDAY, tny Kl~fJf~vllt1eN

sponse consisted of McCarthyism and
academic purges. During these periods,
concerns for due process were felt to be
outweighed by the dangers posed by fishpeddling anarchists.or screenwriters proselytizing Marxism. Craven, opportunistic
politicians with nothing · of value to contribute to the solution of national problems
sought to exploit public apprehensions and
sacrifice unfonnidable scapegoats for their
own advancement, and aggrandizement.
The drug problem-- should not be
minimized. The ·social costs seem to be
multiplying as· efforts to combat the problem are only incrementally intensified.
Many Americans are held captive by a ·
destructive counter-culture. Tragically,
however, attention is diverted from development of a comprehensive and balanced program wh.ich can maximize available resources, by pronouncements that
strain an already over-burdened metaphor
of warfare and single out. a group or groups
for blame and vengeance. Lady Macbeth
said "the attempt and not the deed confounds us." .Let us hope we can face the
tasks at hand without being defeated by
the worst in ourselves and in those with
positions of public responsibility.

1EAatt.R.
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con't.from page 13
Prof. Lieberman. "some were justified and
those teachers were not asked back, others
were not and, as you can see, those
teachers are still here." Professor Lieberman was also pleased with the restructuring of the 'course which gives the students
more time in which to work. Most of this
time was gained at the expense of losing
the Westlaw and Lexis training sessions.
''We were really giving students only a
passing aquaintance with the systems," explained Prof. Lieberman. "Now the training is solely in the hands of the library
staff."
Professor Lieberman seemed most
pleased with the re-allocation of credit in
the course. Papers handed in later on in
the semester have more weight than those
at the beginning in determining grades; as
opposed to the last year's program which
placed a great deal of emphasis on the first
revision. The teachers have also been
given more freedom with the class participation grade which has led to more contributions in classes·by students, although
this might be attributable to other factors
as well. "We .think these are positive
changes," added Prof. Lieberman. "But,
of course, we won't know until the end of
the year."

While all the changes that have _been
instituted are clearly beneficial the program stil I has some problems. The·teachers
that the school uses are not professional
teachers but lawyers from the private sector, some of whom have 011ly a few years
experience. The coun,e stiH continues to.
struggle with the· "subjectivity factor" in ·
wbich the teacher's own preferences and
styles can easily interfere with and stifle
his students·'. Of course complaints still
abound.
"My teacher hasn't really taught legal
writing; we havn't been exposed to enough
•IS Snentf! benw, Salte 62
New Yon., New York 10001
real life examples of legal writing," said
(212) 5"75696 (201) 623-3363
one anonymous, first-year student, buried
amidst books on the first floor of the library. "Most people were left groping."
Another student was distressed that the
teacher was spending a great deaf of time sary evil," as .Prof. Lieberman put it_. If you are dissatisfied , then speak up, tell
teaching grammar. "I learned my grammar "Every school is struggling wjth the same someone,. otherwise your comments and
in 8th grade, I don't need to learn it again problem of how to teach writing effec- suggestions will be lost. Student input
in law school." Although there were a tively. All I can say' is that if the students must be made a part of the p_rogram or the
great deal .of negative comments, there have complaints or suggestions I wish they changes that are not effective will be alwere also soine positive ones. "Our would speak first to their teachers and then lowed to stands Do not worry about being
teacher is very practical, he uses real life to me. My door is open."
confused, worry about how you can make
examples," said one student, who was
This is perhaps the best advice to give. a change for the better. ·
quick to add, '.'he doesn't really follow the
syllabus."
In the end one comment really sum- c°{''t from page .6
_ ·
relationships with family members,
marizes the whole problem. "It's a neces- "concept of ordered liberty." Su.ch a pro- fnends." and members of the ~ourt. In a
.
' cess was clearly anathema to Black who recent interview with Dean Simon, he exwanted more protection for individual plained that he wanted to portray the jusrights than simply the values of a majority . tices as real people; a task which The
' of the justices·. Although Black's theory Brethren sought to accomplish but was
of incorporation was never adopted disdained, among other reasons, for its
wholesale by the Court, the Court has been ·1ack of documentation. To ·that end, Dean
inching toward it ever since.
· Simon did not fail.
On another front , the book sets out ·10
The writing of The An_tagonists tool< apshatter some chilqish notions of godlike proximately six years and involved extenjustice_s- by describing the humanity of sive research of the personal papers of the
each of them. Dean Simon -describes the justices, court opinions, interviews with
behind-the-scenes machinations of the jus- f~mily members and frienfls, .and intertices when vying for the positions of views with current members of the Court.
leadership and for the votes of their bret- Clearly, this must have been-an interesting
hren. We learn that Frankfurter scorned book to research and writt.- It was an enBlack for "voting his politics and not his gaging ·story to read. The law student
principles ," yet Frankfurter continued to might want to examine in greater detail
advise politicians , including FDR, and to the legacy of the two jurists. However,
aid in the drafting of legislation during his during the. interview, Dean Simon· extenure on the Court.
·
plained that he wanted to write a book for
Emerging from this very readable book the laity not the lawyer: Nevertheless,
is a picture of nine ·men (no women at that . whatever the background of the reader,
time) who are living and .breathing men The _Antagonists reveals the character of
with foibles, fears, and feelings. W,,e learn two important historical figures during a
this not only through the dispute' between period of great fer_ment in our history.
Black an_d Frankfurter but through their_
·
'What_? No Footn_otes ?

·-----~~-"!'!!"--=~-~-'!!"-----~~~--~~~~---Beware 'of
Respites

Neil and Leba Sedaka
invite you to
the op-ening-0f an exhibitfon ofpaintings by .

FRED N .. ORLANSKY
· _at

Cafe Americana
105 Hudson Strecl (Cr. Franklin St.) New.York , N.Y.
Telephone: (212) 219:8802

By Barry Block
thing left. Incidentally, . the combinationHo~ can ·you tell how long a New York of green vegetables and cheese results in
Law student has been here? Easy-just the formulation of calcium oxalate (the leadcheck for high blood pressure , high choles- ing cause of kidney stones.) The real heart
terol, and obesity. You're .likely to find a and soul of any respite is the pretzels ·(salt),
close correlation between the length of potato chips (more salt), and cheese, gloritime at sc;hool and an increase in these ous cheese (cholesterp]J. And of course,
health risks. No , I'm _not talking about let's not .forget the sod;i (sugar). (Coffee
exam pressure (a topic for a future article). and tea generally suffer the same fate ·as
I'm talking about those ever-present, ever- the veggies.) A final "bonus". at special
dangerous respites!!!
.
events is wine (alcohol, to help night.stuYes, those complimentary eating events dents stay sharp for class) and mixed nuts
that are held several times a week at (even more salt).
.
NYLS. Of course, there's the traditional
The following chart illustrates some alTuesday and Thursday events sponsored tern_atives that might actually reduce
by Student Affairs. ln addition you can · health risks .
count on anybody from Moot Court to any ·Present Choice Danger
Healthier Choice
of the school's twenty or so clubs to spon- Potato chips·
Salt
Banariachips
sor one of these ''galas."
Pretzels
Salt :
Sunflower seeds
Don't be fooled by the "healthy" vege- Mixednuts
Salt .
l)nsalted ~µts
tables that are often displayed· with the Muenstercheese Chotesterol
-Assorted fruits
respite. These are merely for show. The '- Swiss cheese
Cholesterol
~Tofutti/lowfat ·
fact is that hardly anybody eats them anyyogurt
way (if -y-0u come eight minutes late to a Cheddar cheese Cholesterol . Oatmeal cookies
Sugar
Flavored seltzer
respite, the veggies are usually the only Soda
Green vegetables Don't eat with cheese

.·Exhibition·· (Un$ October 26-Dec~i:nber) 1: I~89.
-_ - · · - All NYLS stud~ots are in~ted as sp~ia(guests.·

-
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."· _Charle~ W. -Froessel Moot Court
.··

~

.

.....

:_ C~mpetition -Finals

M~lanie F~. one of_ the fmc!lists
Ne"!'_ York Law School's premiere intramural moot caurt_finals were held on September 27 in the Froessel Readin_g Room.
Over 70 students participated in the competition. This experience· leads to pattiGipation on the school's intermural teams.
These teams have won many victories including the U.S. National Championship
in the Philip C. Jessup International Law
Moot Court Competition. ·
This year's overall winner ~as Ms.

Howard Merkrebs; Best Brief
with Roberta
. trict-Court for the Southern District of New
the Honorable Vito J. Titone of the New_ York, and -the Honorable Warren Eginton
York State Court of Appeals; the Honora- of the U.S . District Court for the district
ble Ellsworth Van Graafeiland, Senior of Connecticut.
Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for - Jeffrey Greenberg authored this year's
the Second Circuit; the Honorable Joseph fact pattern; which was cel_!_tered on a
P. Sullivan- of the New York Supreme state law which required all indi~iduals
Court, App.ellate Division, First Depart- . seeking medical treatment in _state hospi- ·
ment; the·Honorable Vincent Balletta, Jr. tals to submit to a screening for inf~ctious
of the New York Supreme Court, Appellate diseases. Competitors argued the constituDivision, Second Department; the Honor- tionality of the statut~--under the · fourth .
able Hohn Sprizzo, Judge of the U.S. Dis- and fourteenth amendments.

Roberta . Silve, Overall Winner
.
R~rta Silver who was chosen from the
finalists which included: Melanie . Fess,
Max Langrind, and Joyce Yearwood. The
Best Brief Award went to Howard Merkrefis and Roberta Silver. The Best Team
Award went to Dan Isaacs and Rob
MacAneney. Tne Best Individual Oral Advocate went to Max Langrind. Alexa~der
Rosati, Stuart Minion, and Lori Freuden~
berger also won oral advocate awards.
We were honored to have on the bench
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Sometimesyqµare
whatyou ckiit eat

Don't eat a thing on-the Thursday before Thanksgiving._ Then join .
the six million Americans who, since 1973, have mailed us the money
they saved to supJX)rt our life-saving projects. You'll not only learn what
it's like to go hungry. You'll know how good it feels to help those who
are. Please write: "Fast for a World Harvest,"
115 Broadway, Dept. 4000, Boston, MA 02116.
Or-call for more infonnatioo: (617)

QsrXl.atll
-~ ii,
4ll2-1211:Atn.enca1

And there's the World
Trade Center ·
.
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AND JUSTICE FOR. SOME
By Peter Georgalos
We are nearing the close of yet another
decade, the 1980's. This has been a decade
.marked by peace, violence, tu_rbulence,
and tears . One thing that has remained
the same during this period of time, is, a
fathers' right in his unborn child. His
rights have not changed during this period
of time. The reason is quite simple , a_
father has NO rights with regard to his
unborn child.
Why is this? In this day and age when
individual rights are valued as dear as life
itself, how can a man be denied his rights •
to see his unborn child live? Has anyone
pondered this simple question? Is the
female part of society still blinded by the
old stereo type that a man is incapable of
the understanding and sensitivity that a
child may need. I would h pe not.
ls it fair to sav that a woman has the
"right" to do what she wants with the unborn child simply becaus~ it is in her body?

To be totally accurate, l am referring in
this article to married c;ouples and unmarried coµples who have reached the age of
majority. Where is the consideration to the
potential father? True, a woman does have
a greater burden during· pregnancy. A
woman much carry the child fot nine ·
months . She must also deal with the medical effects of the pregnancy. Is this a good
enough reason to deny a father his rights
in his ·unborn child?The answer is an unequivocal "NO !"
Is~everyone aware that if a woman does
become pregnant and does want to have
an abqrtion, she may do so without consulting the potential father of the unborn
child. A woman does not even have to tell
the father she is pregnant.
We are constantly hearing. the discrimination women are going through . The

claims that they are not being treated as ing the life of his un11orn child?
equals by men. However, are they not
it truly possible to imagine the pain
doing the same to men in this situation . and anguish and the feeling of hopelessWhat the women are telling us is that "this ness a father must feel, being able to do
is my body, I will do what I want with it nothing for the unborn child, but-just letand you must accept it." While at the sal'T!e ting the decision to abort or not rest with
time their claims of discrimination and in- the mother?We have always heard the.pre.equality go undaunted. Is this not pretty gnant woman's side of the story ... When
one sided?
was the last time the story was told from
Granted that the burden is on the the father's side?
What this article will hopefully achieve
woman. However, snould she not even
consider the father's wishes? What if the · is an awakening in giving deference to an ·
father wants the pregnancy to go to term expectant father's wishes. In order to
and woman does not, who wins? ls it fair achieve some equality there must be a shift .
to the boyfriend, what about the father? · in power protecting a father's rights. Since
Who wins?The wife wins and°the husband it takes two people to creat life, should it
is left out in the cold. Has a father's role not take two people.to abort it? This is the
been. reduced to just a sperm making question that needs to be answered. What
machine? Even if this is true; does this I have proposed is not _'. the answer, it is
not give the father some interest in preserv- just a beginning , toward jus~ice for all.
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_Climbing the Slippery
Slope
_to Equality
.

by Noam DePlume
Equality is purported to be the guiding
principle behind much of 11_1odem liberal
legislation. However, equality is a rather
complex concept with different meanjngs
in different contexts. The Founding
Fathers' notion is hardly consistent with
modem liberal notions ,' even though the
latter imagines itself to be faithful to the
former.
There are many di.fferent ways one can
use the term equality: natural equality,
political equality, conventional equality
(i.e., social and economic). One of ihe ·
greatest blunders of our age is the belief
in natural equality. This belief is the result
of some half-baked psychological theory
which believes that given equal environmental conditions all individuals will
develop equal abilities. Th.e Founding
Fathers did not consider natural equality
relevant to their own sophisticated concept
of equality. John Locke, the chief
ideologis_t of Early America, himself said
that when· he wrote "that all men are
created equal, I cannot be supposed to
understand all sorts of equality. '-' The modem notion of natural equality has become
so entrenched from liberal propaganda,
that we become deeply insulted by the
mere suggestion that some inequalities
may be race or gender based. As a result,
many otherwise credible scientific studies
which do suggest this are brarided as racist
or sexist.
_ (At this point, let me briefly digress to
make something clear: The mere admission of race or gender based inequalities
does not necessarily lead one to accept
theories of racial or sexual superiority. Nor
does it necessarily justify ,discriminatory
laws and practices. These points will be
developed in a later article.)
One may now wonder, what did the
Founding Fathers mean by equality? What
was the meaning onanguage such as "all
men are created equl!-1"? The Fou{.lding
Fathers subscribed to a social contract
theory. This theory posited a "state of na~ __
...,,, in which all men lived free and equal

in the absence of laws enforced by a _ i.e.: an equal right of access to the political
sovereign. They were· considered equal in system, and the right to be equal in the
this natural state because their natural 1n- eyes of the l~w. This equality imposes no
equalities did not count for anything. "The other duty on the government than to make
weakest had ·strength enough to kiH the laws which on their face treat everyone
strongest · in his sleep.''. (Hobbes , fairly -and equally, and which give
Leviathan); or "every man had an equal · everyone an equal right to representation.
right to dispose of his person · and of his No duty is imposed of the sort where the
possessions . . . without being subject to government passes laws to "remedy" sothe will or authority of other men.' cial and economic inequalities. But that
is exactly the·soft of duty imposed by the
(Locke, Second Treaiise on ·Gov't).
As a result of this equality existing in bulk of New Deal , Civil Rights, and affirthe state of ·nature , when men assembled mative action legislation. The duty to cartogether to fonn a society and to structure rect social and_ economic inequalities is
it '- they all had an equal say about the more consistent with the communist vision
matter. This equal say, however, translates of equality, rather than that of our Founcli0nto riothing more than political equality: ing Fathers.
(
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Given the close nexus of social and
economic inequalities to political inequalities, one may argue that it is necessary to cure the formei: in. order to truly
accomplish political equality. After all, the
poor and uneducated do not wield an equal
influence in the political system . But if
one undertakes the task of correcting social
and economic inequalities,. one must realize the follow ing:
Firstly, the Founding Fathers themselves would never undertake such a task.
They were perfectly content with a social
structure which gave the rich and educated
better access to government. After all, they
themselves were the advantaged class . The
furthest they went was to make the political process equally available to the uneducated and · ttfe ·poor •(~.g., Jefferson,
Jackson). They never proposed measures
designed to offer equal opportunities in
the private spbere.
Secondly, one must realize that liberal
legislation . and decision-making which
strives to promote equality is futile for
several reasons: (1) Inequalities ofalf sorts
.have so many and sm;h deep roots in our
social structure, that nothing short of a
revolution .can completely abolish them;
(2) The remedial legal measures adopted
unwittingly perpetuate and exacerbate the
inequalities they aim to solve. (Perhaps
.they do this intentionally as well. In any
case, this point will be further discussed
in a future article): (3) A moral duty to
promote equality-which the "feel good"
liberal is quick to give priority to-often
· involves the sacrifice of weighty objectives
(e.g. , professional
integrity,
economic efficiency).
Given the lac.I< of direction from our
Founding Fathers to promote true equal ity,
the question then becomes: Does government have a moral duty to promote equality? If so, how far can it go? Does true
· political equality require a radical re-organization of society which the democratic
process cannot accomplish? These, and
similar ~issues are discussed in the next
-article.
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Modesty -Prevents Us From Telling . You
How .Good BAR/BRI Is.

Therefore,

We've· Let BAR/BRI Students Do The Talking.
I was as prepared as I could have been. The exam .
itself bad no surprises. It was a living nightmare, but
BAR/BRI p ~ me. If I have to do this again, I
will take BAR/BRI apin.
· Alt?any Law School

/

BAR/BRI pve me structure that I needed for the bar.

Looking back, I think I w:ould be in a tough situation
if I bad to approach this on my own. I bad a Jot of
friends who have been taking other counes and I've
aort of compared what they're learning and whai I'm
learning and I think that 11AR/BRI is doing a really
Your coul'N wu worth the money. l couldn't imagine good job....Tbe BAR/BRI peraonnel ia very helpful.
being more· prepared. If I didn't pass the fault in no
I've called Steve Rubin aeveral times on the phone.
way can be attributable to any misguidance on your
He baa alway1r been available to 11DSWer questions. He
part. I also was very comforted by the feeling you all
literally called me at 12 o'clock at nighL ..Alao, the
conveyed that you're concerned and cared. It showed office people have been really helpful too...J would
that c:ustomer satisfaction is important to you and I
definitely recommend BAR/BRI to anyone.
am a satisfied customer! Thank you!!
- Columbia Law. ~i,ool
· Albany Law School
· The Jectureni were really terrific, I upec:ted that
I am very happy with the BAR/BRI program. I feel
sitting in front of a TV S houra a clay would be
that you provide an excell~nt program and, I would
unbearable, but for t:he most...part they made it a1mmt
highly recommend it to others. If I do not pass the
an enjoyable uperience.
·.
bar, it will not be becauae of a 1aclr. of effort on behalf
- Cornell Law School
of the BAR/BR! penonnel. Thank you for all your
help.
I am completing-thia evaluation aft.er the bar exam. I
• Brooklyn Law School
feel that BAR/BRI prepared me extremely well for the
aam, and I would certaiiily recommend your coune.
All in all, I was very satisfied with BAR/BRI....After
• Cornell Law School .
hearing what Pieper does to ~ students' poor hands,
I am -very impreaeed with the whole operation - since
I'm truly glad I choee -BAR/BR!. Variety is very ~
you· really have a captive audience, I eq>eeted a lesser ·
in the COUl'N of a 11WD1Der.
level of professionalism· and.caring. I have friends in
. Brooklyn Law School
other courses, ,some of wliom are aubjected to acare
tactica and panic lecturea. I appreciate the 1aclr. al the
I was generally satisfied with the lectures and very
~e at BAR/BR!.
glad for all the written materiala you pve us (the
. F.ordham Law School
outlin• and practice queetions). 1n addition, I
appreciated your obvious support and encouragement
I was very pleased ~th what I wu taughL The way
for 111 during this very ltreUful period.
it wu preaentad and the respect BAR/BR! showa ita
. Brooklyn Law School
studenta. A profemional, warm and top notch job!
Thank you!
Thank yon for Eaay #6 OD the Bar. I WU tired but
· Fordham Law School
when .I aw the queetion, w~t an adrenal IJ!.l"K1!. I did
well in the bar but having done F.aaay #6 alreaily and
The materiala are very aood- The moet important
bawin& the model 11DSWer wu a gilt. Thank you.
thing about the couree is that they pve you what'■
• &=idyll Law School
important and what ian'L So you can bow what ia
likely to be on the test. ...The BAR/BR!. people were
BAR/BR! wu acellenL It prepared me for the bar.
very helpful. They are very, very nice and very
Hopefully, I no longer need your eervicee, but I would
cooperative. rm very pleased.
do BAR/BR! again. I learned the law, not jun
· Fordham Law Sctiool
memorized mnemonics and for that I am grateful.
• Brooklyn Law School
Thia is written 7/SI. I felt well prepared for the
questions on the eum. Where I wu unsure I had no
The moat effective thing about the BAR/BR! couree
wu the flame work. lt'a pretty ripd. ..You llilow what problem makin& aomething up ....No doubt you heard
the last - Y was almoet identical to a practice
you should be doing at all time...J -m more happy ·
question. Good ahow! .
with BAR/BR! than other people -m in other
- Georgetown Law School
coureea.
• Broolclyn Law School
lt'a a joy to llnaJly learn all the law I only heard about
inlawllChool.
I wu yery imiw-d with BAR/BRL Tbe methoda,
• Harvard Law School
techniqu• and materials were all Yery help~. Moat
al all, I appreciated the way BAR/BR! made itllelf
I IDie the fact that they haft been ftry realistic abont
nailable to •ch member individually; to pve your
what they an trying to accompliah • to get ns to pua.
penonal home phone numben to thouanda of people
wu both "daring' and commendable. No matter what I lib the fact that they rN1ly try. Despite the fact
that there ia rN1ly a 1arre number al people in the
the re8Ulta al my uam will be, I know I will
coune. I have actually gotten a lot al feedback on the
recommend BAR/BRI to othen. Goel mesa!
-.,a...l think that my chan- on pulling are a lot
• Buffalo Law School
Ntter with thia course.. J took BAR/BR! under
ncommendation and I would certainly recommend it
I woald recommend the course to othen and don't
to
others.
regret my choice.
• Buffalo Law School

BAR/SRI -

vat u ·rar u lfflDI me emotional

I did bow; (not
1buinJ m1 coafldence beca- alwbat I didn't bow,
Rpport ud CODftdence in what

lib other bar candidatee).• .ln addition, the aood luck
i.tter made - ree1 aood- Tbanb.
. C8rdo:m Law llc:IIO;OI

I didn't ftnd oat wbat I libel aboat the C0111W util
lat nlsbt when , _ talldn& to - rl m, rrienda who
- takin& Pieper ud tboqb he had all
IDJMIIIIODict down..J jlllt foalld that he didn't baft the
pip on the 1111bltantiw law that I tboqbt I did.•• J
think the ledurea really lq nerythlnc out for you.
They IPft J'OII _ . . , rl ~_...that ii nquired
to really be able to Madie the ~:,s. I woald
dl6n1t.i, neommend the BAR/BRI course to a rrincl.
Cardozo Law School

I am writiq thia llftluatlon after mtiDg for the New
Yodt State and Multiltate aam, (ud before NJ). I
woald

•ncerelJ lib to tell )'.OU that yon all did •

terri6c job and

dNffff much praiae. Thank you!
-Hof9tral.awSchool

I tlloapt BAR/BlU - oatatudlna in 9ftiy wr, and
I will ~ it to aD wbo uk. Tbanb to Stan,
9t,,e, Erica and the BAR/BRI ltd. You can be
prolld al·yoar orpnization.
• New Yark Law School
0ftnD the - ftl7 pod. BAR/BR! helped
mab • mlaerabla ~ c e a lot more baaralile. I'm
atad I took the c:oane.

· NYU Law School

BAR REVIEW

What I like· about the course is that it is really straight
forward ... Jn addition to learning the law, you learn
how to answer the questions on the eum and how to
write a aood - y and that'■ What really counta... J
found the BAR/BR! peraonnel very helpful. I call. the
aaice all the time with queetions and they have always
l')Uen back to me or 11DSWered the question
immediately...J would mgbly recommend BAR/BR! for
anyone lltUdying for the New York Bar.
• NYU Law School
I thought the lectures were the best. They're very
thorough. They pve ,ou all the information you need
to bow. That'1 what I like bait about BAR/BR!.
• NYU Law School
I .would definitely recommend the courae to friends. I
think it's • aood way to prepare for the. bar. It does
not put that much premure on you. I followed the
schedule. I found that during the couree the schedule
WU Dot that difficult to. keep Up. with. It ati1I pve me
a lot of free time up until the last day of_clus.
Preparation bu not been that paiiiful at all.
• NYU Law School
The program is well-orpnized and set-up to "apoonfeed" ·the material to the audience. AftA!r S ymra of
law achbol; we're all tired and this is just what is
needed. · 1 alao apprec:iatecl all the 'pep talk■" and
encouragement pven throughout the lectures. I would
hisblY recommend your courwe.
.
. p - Law School
~rall - ftry satisfied with. .l!AR/BRI • would
recommend it to ltUdenta ill the future. Great job!
Tbanka!
.
. p - Law School

For the moet part I liked how they broke .verything
down illto easy to remember bita and pieces. It'• not
really u confnai111 u it wu in law achool. .. J would
hisblY recomm·end the couree to my friends and I have
frienda taking the other courees and from what I aee
them doiD&, I thillk this is mnch better.
,
. p - Law School

BAR/BR! wu the best preparation for the bar exam.
The ltaff cared about the lltUdenta. BAR/BR! eued
the aDDety al the bar uam.
·.
'. St. John'• Law School

BAR/BlU is to be praieed.

No pmmicka - tliey were
not irurua. Merely atrea hard work without falling off
the deep end. I would, -ud will live my stamp al
approval to frienda, law ltudenta and anyone eJae who
will listen. Thank you. for l'1illlWII a 6nt dul
operation.
• St. John'• Law School
I wu very atialied with the BAR/BR! course. The
lecturers were all aood ud intermlin&. I took no
additional cou.._ and I feel coalident that the main
coune pve - adequate preparation.
. St. John'• Law School
I ~ BAR/BlU la a aood c:oane. It 1iY- ltudenta
fferythiq they haw to ~.. J fOUlld BAR/BR!
people to 'be 'lel7 rwpoum. I foalld that whenever I
Deeded help, they were there to help me out. ...lf I
mlaed the coune, I could a1wa,a go to the tape
lectnre. I could F to the office and j1llt listen to the
tap& I foaJld that to 'be wry aood.•.J would dehitely
.___ BAR/BlU .,__ it COftl"e ftel'ything you

haw _to._._
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NewYork ··.
Bar Review Course .· · ·
Summer 1989 Enrollments
.

..

-

2.000 200 . -·
Piepe-r - All Other
· Courses

BAR REVIEW -

Again this·~summer, BAR/BRI prepared more _-_
·law school graduates than did all other
bar review courses-combined•
.

BAR REVIEW
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New rork~s Laig.est and Most ·succe~sfu:l Bar Review Course
© 1989 BAR/BAI -
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